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RSJ Drains, a London-based family-run business, offers fast and professional drain unblocking as
well as drain CCTV inspection and survey services in the Greater London area in England.
The company has invested and upgraded its fleet equipment and trained its team of drain engineers
to offer state-of-the-art emergency drain unblocking services.
More information on RSJ Drains can be seen here: http://rsjdrains.com.

A drain blockage can bring a whole household or business to a standstill. When this happens, there is
usually an urgent need to get things back to normality quickly and affordably.
“RSJ Drains has all the necessary modern equipment installed in the vans to handle almost all the
drain and sewer blockages that our highly trained drains engineer teams encounter. Our aim is to
unblock the drain within an hour of our arrival at location. We like to give no surprises to our
customers when it comes to costs and, for transparency, we give an estimate upon arrival and only
start the job after receiving approval from the customer.” Stated Carl Rumsey of RSJ Drains,
explaining how the company aims to keep fees predictable and manageable for customers.
For the peace of mind of senior citizens, RSJ Drains offer discounted rates for old age pensioners in
and around London.
RSJ Drains’ webpage describing the drain unblocking services can be visited here:
http://rsjdrains.com/services/general-drainage-services.
The company also undertakes CCTV drainage surveys and inspections. This service can at times be
very important to ensure that the right kind of affordable drain clearing solution is applied in a
complicated drain blockage situation.
Furthermore, CCTV drainage surveys are also important for property buyers. By getting a CCTV
drains survey, comprising of a video DVD recording and a written report, the buyer can be sure that
there are no impending drains related problems that need to be addressed before purchasing the
property.
RSJ Drains CCTV operators are trained and accredited to OS19X for piped drain and sewers and
OS21X for bricked sewers. These accreditations are the highest that can be obtained for all operators
who prepare CCTV reports for long term records purposes across the UK.
Interested parties needing a London drain unblocking service or a CCTV drain survey service are
encouraged to contact RSJ Drains via phone of via their website by visiting any of the links provides
in this article.
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